Genomic mismatch scanning: current progress and potential applications.
Genomic mismatch scanning (GMS) is a new method of genetic mapping which attempts to purify and map the regions of identity between two complex genomes in a single test. Identical DNA fragments from two genomic sources are enriched in two steps: (i) after reannealing of the two genomes, heterohybrids are purified by using a combination of a restriction methylase and methylation-sensitive endonucleases, (ii) heterohybrids that contain mismatches are nicked in vitro by the E. coli MutHLS mismatch repair system and are eliminated subsequently from the pool, leaving only mismatch-free heterohybrids. The genomic origin of this selected pool of DNA fragments is then mapped in a single hybridization step onto metaphase chromosomes or ordered DNA arrays. The principal advantages of GMS are (i) it approaches the theoretical limit of mapping power and resolution offered by an arbitrarily dense set of completely informative polymorphic markers and (ii) it results in a great increase in the effective number of informative markers without a corresponding increase in the number of individual tests. Thus, it should provide an efficient method for affected-relative-pair linkage mapping and for linkage disequilibrium mapping. In addition, a variation of GMS may allow rapid genomic scanning for regions of homozygosity-by-descent or somatic loss-of-heterozygosity. The feasibility of GMS has been validated in the 15 mb genome of Saccharomyces cerevisiae. This article discusses the principles of GMS, the application to more complex genomes, and the possible uses of GMS.